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Reunion Island is located between Madagascar and
Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. Its sand beaches, mostly
located on the west coast, used to be important nesting
sites for marine turtles, more precisely green turtles,
but populations have drastically decreased since human
colonisation in the 18th century (Dubois, 1669). Between
the 1980’s and the turn of the century, only four nests
had been recorded over all the beaches (Ciccione &
Bourjea, 2006). Since 2004, this number increased to 25
on two beaches. This increase occurred after important
rehabilitation efforts had been made since 1999 on
potential nesting beaches, that consisted of campaigns
against invasive species conducted before and during

multiple planting programs for the rehabilitation of
indigenous species involving schools. These efforts
appeared to be successful as two thirds of the nesting
activity was observed on rehabilitated beaches (Ciccione
& Bourjea, 2010; Jean & Ciccione, In Press). This progress
may be taken as a sign of hope for marine turtle nesting
activity on the island, although it remains very low
when compared with other green turtle nesting sites
in the region (Bourjea et al., 2006, 2007, 2015; LauretStepler, 2007; Humber et al., 2010; Derville et al., 2015).
A National Action Plan for marine turtles over French
territories of the Southwest Indian Ocean was developed

Figure 1. Number of marine turtle nests on Reunion island since 1986. (Source: Kelonia)
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in collaboration between regional and national experts as
well as the ministry of environment and implemented in
2015. Specific actions have been identified for Reunion
Island, among which the urgency to study, maintain and
preserve any new nesting event that would occur on the
island. In order to do so, Kelonia, the observatory of marine
turtles of Reunion, had to make sure that any new turtle
tracks would be quickly spotted and reported to scientists.
Thus, a network of volunteers was trained with the help
of other environmental organisations. Some volunteers
were known for being involved in volunteering activities
elsewhere, and some just inquired how they could
help while visiting Kelonia museum and care centre.
A description of the program was also advertised
on a website gathering environmental volunteering
opportunities
(http://www.jagispourlanature.org/).
Thanks to this network of over 30 people, it was possible
to have volunteers patrolling the entire potential nesting
beaches between September 2015 and April 2016.
Patrols happened on a voluntary basis, at the time
volunteers were available, and employees of Kelonia
and CEDTM filled gaps without volunteer patrols
in order to avoid more than 3 days without a patrol.
An online-shared timetable enabled volunteers to
announce their intentions to patrol a beach and to
confirm it occurred, as well as to add comments
about the patrol. Any possible hindrance to nesting,
such as the presence of stray dogs on the beach, or
light pollution due to the presence of hotel or street
lighting, was reported so that Kelonia could act if
necessary. Some volunteers also used the opportunity
of their patrols to remove rubbish from the beaches.
After a couple months of regular patrols, two volunteers
found turtle tracks early on the morning of 27th November
2015. It had been 3 years without any recorded nesting
attempt on Reunion despite sightings of breeding couples
at sea. Patrols on this specific beach were then increased
and even organised at night around two weeks after the
first tracks had been seen in order to identify the nesting
female and record nesting parameters. In this way it was
also possible to make sure the beach was safe for a second
nesting event. To increase the success of a new nesting
attempt, volunteers asked the nearby hotel to turn off its
light as it illuminated half of the 700m-long beach. They
also paid attention to human activity to make sure that
no one was wandering in the area. Kelonia’s team was
also ready to intervene in case a nest was threatened with
being flooded by a tropical storm or heavy swell as had
happened in the past (Ciccione et al., 2008). When the
turtle came back 2 weeks after the first nesting event,
Kelonia’s scientific team was there to identify the turtle

and took the opportunity to attach a satellite device on
her carapace to learn more about her migration pattern.
Much valuable information was collected this day and
after. For example, the photo-identification process using
TORSOOI application (www.torsooi.com; Jean et al., 2010)
showed that the turtle was already known as ‘Emma’ and
had already nested on this very same beach 3 years earlier.
Thanks to the dedication of the volunteers, it was possible
to monitor the following nesting and hatchling events
until the nesting season of this female ended in March
2016. Over these five months, monitoring fatigue did
nevertheless occur and only some volunteers continued
their patrols over the whole period. New volunteers
also joined the program partway through the season.
To motivate the volunteers network, they were invited
to assist in the release of hatchlings and to participate in
excavation of Emma’s nests. The volunteer team is now
ready for the next nesting attempt and still motivated
despite the low nesting activity on Reunion Island.
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INTRODUCTION
Nesting of leatherback turtles was first observed in the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands by Satish Bhaskar while
conducting surveys for the Madras Crocodile Bank
Trust in 1979 (Bhaskar, 1979a, 1979b), with his first
sighting on West Bay beach of Little Andaman Island
on 31st December of that year (Bhaskar, 1979c). Since
Bhaskar’s reports, additional surveys and reports have
confirmed that the beaches of the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands are an important nesting ground for leatherback
turtles in India (Andrews et al., 2001; Andrews et
al., 2006a; Andrews et al., 2006b; Namboothri et al.,
2011; Swaminathan et al., 2011; Swaminathan et al.,
2016). There are earlier records of sporadic leatherback
nesting from the Indian mainland (Kar & Bhaskar,
1982); however, the current nesting populations
are restricted to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
Many nesting sites for sea turtles in the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands were severely affected by the December
2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and the subsequent
tsunami. The coastline and the shore topography were
severely altered in many of these islands, with the
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Nicobar group of islands undergoing submergence
(Ramachandran et al., 2005), while coastal plates in some
of the Andaman Islands were uplifted (CORDIO/IUCN,
2005; Kulkarni, 2005). In 2008, a long-term monitoring
programme was initiated at Little Andaman Island to
monitor the post-tsunami recovery of nesting leatherback
turtles. The observations made at South and West Bay
of Little Andaman suggested that leatherback nesting
had recovered substantially after the 2004 tsunami, and
the population appeared stable with some fluctuations
(Swaminathan et al., 2011; Swaminathan et al., 2016).
Poor infrastructure and challenging logistics have limited
sea turtle monitoring and conservation efforts in the
Nicobars since the 2004 tsunami. Barring a few reports
and surveys that indicated some beaches have re-formed,
there is little information on the recovery of these
nesting beaches and populations (Namboothri et al.,
2011; IOSEA, 2012; Jadeja et al., 2015). Here, we report
on our rapid surveys of nesting beaches throughout the
Nicobar group that are being used by the four sea turtles
found in this region (leatherback, green, olive ridley and
hawksbill turtles), with a primary focus on leatherback
turtle nesting on Great and Little Nicobar Islands.

